5TH AIAC [VIRTUAL] PRE-MOOT
FOR THE WILLEM C. VIS INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION MOOT

5TH - 7TH MARCH 2021

AIAC YPG Virtual Conference (3rd March 2021)

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!

ANNOUNCING TWO OF THE FINAL ROUND ARBITRATORS!

Prof. Dr. Ingeborg Schwenzer, LL.M.

Dr. Christopher Boog, FCIArb, FSIArb
5TH AIAC [VIRTUAL] PRE-MOOT
FOR THE WILLEM C. VIS INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION MOOT

5TH - 7TH MARCH 2021

REGISTRATION:

One Team per Academic Institution

Sponsorship Packages Coming Soon!

Prizes for the Best Teams and Oralists!

Conference and Virtual Social Events Details Coming Soon!

For more information, please email the Organising Committee at pre-moot@aiac.world.

SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

- United Nations UNCITRAL
- gar
- AIACYPG
- YOUNG PRACTITIONERS GROUP
- GREENER ARBITRATIONS
- INSTUTUT PENOMBAHAN MELAYRIA
- AFIA
- ARBITRATOR INTELLIGENCE
- #CAREERS IN ARBITRATION
- DIGITAL COFFEE BREAK
- ALSA
- TDM
- OGCMD

- ktpum
- CIArb
- WWA
- MAA
- TOT
- EWRA